
From: donotreply@intergen.net.nz
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To: Consultation
Subject: WDC Web Submission

FullName: Leo David Leitch 
Organisation:  
PhoneNumber: 07 8784805 
PostalAddress: Postal Box 26, Benneydale 
Email: leitch@inspire.net.nz 

Speak_to_Council_Hearing: No_not speak 

PROPOSAL_1_SAFE_COMMUNITIES: I support Option 2 for proposal 1 
SAFE_COMMUNITIES_COMMENTS: I very much resent the offensive racial discrimination exhibited in 
the preferential treatment to be given to consultation with "iwi". 
I acknowledge that the Mongrel Mob are a serious threat to safety in our area, and are part of the 
"iwi".    But it would be foolish in the extreme to imagine that your preferential consultation with "iwi" 
is to procure the dismantling of the Mongrel Mob. 
Please correct me if I'm wrong about that. 

PROPOSAL_2_NORTH_KC_SPORTS: I support option 2 for proposal 2 
NORTH_KC_COMMENTS: We are led to understand that this building will provide for basketball as its 
main use. 
Basketball is one of the most boring sports on the planet, but is very popular with American Negroes 
and N.Z. Maoris. 
We believe that this is the reason for the proposal to build this stadium. 

PROPOSAL_3_ECONOMIC_DEVELOPMENT: NO. I do not support Council's proposal 3 Economic Dec 
ECONOMIC_DEV_COMMENTS: The WREDA is another pie-in-the-sky idea, such as is commonly floated 
by people who like spending other people's money. 
"Talent attraction and facilitation" - doesn't that tell you something about the mentality of its 
proponents ? 
And, as for W.D.C. saving money by avoiding replication of information and services, W.D.C. is 
budgetting for the cost of at least $100,000 over the next ten years for membership of this silly 
agency. 
Flag it away, for goodness' sake. 

PROPOSAL_4_RATES_REMISSION: YES. I support Council's proposal 4 
RATES_REMMISSION_COMMENTS: These proposals should be separately itemised.    They are not 
related.   Any ratepayer might endorse the one while opposing the other. 
Employment opportunities would be well enhanced by those households which enjoy multiple income 
streams giving up one of their jobs. 
Pope Paul VI iterated that what we have that we don't need doesn't belong to us: it belongs to some-
one who needs it. 
And that applies to employment. 

PROPOSAL_5_PUBLIC_TOILETS: I support option 1 for proposal 5 
PUBLIC_TOILET_COMMENTS:  

PROPOSAL_6_FUNDING_WATER_SEWERAGE: I support Option 1 for proposal_6 
FUNDING_WATER_SEW_COMMENTS:  
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